WE SAY

Windproof panels,
water-resistant,
breathable and stretchy
– is this the ideal
spring jersey?

ENDURA

Scottish-developed kit

Endura was founded in Scotland in
1993 with a no-nonsense commitment
to advancing the performance and
function of cycle apparel for all. The
maverick brand continues to build on
its innovation and is now at the cutting
edge, developing kit with Team Movistar
as well as the humble commuter.

ENDURA FS260-PRO
JETSTREAM & FS260-PR0
SL ARM WARMERS
£79.99/£39.99

BEST
ON TEST

Weight 140g (S)/55g (S) Sizes S, M, L, XL,
XXL & S, M, L, XL Colour Black
The Jetstream, thanks to its sublimated
windproof front and arm panels, is
equipped to deal with variable conditions.
Staying dry in a shower wasn’t a problem
either, thanks to its DWR treatment. The
Jetstream also wicks well because of the
rear’s breathable and stretchy fabric,
which provides a great fit. We also
appreciated the long tail, fitted sleeves,
full-length zip and three well-positioned
pockets. But in spite of all these features it
still feels like a thinner jersey. The Pro SL
arm warmers also have DWR, making a
great combination for riding and racing.

ENDURA FS 260-PRO BIB &
PRO SL KNEE WARMERS
£84/£32.99
Weight 195g/85g(S) (S) Sizes XS, S, M, L,
XL, XXL & S, M, L, XL
Colour Black, red, white
From the moment we put on the FS260
Pro bibs we were impressed. They deliver a
classy race cut, their well-executed quality
Italian Lycra panels feel luxurious, the
wide mesh upper bibs are comfortable.
And Endura’s pre-curved multi-density
pad, with gel inserts, felt great no matter
how many miles we notched up. Their red
raw-edge hems, with silicone grippers, not
only look good but hold the shorts in place
comfortably. The shorts combine with
Endura’s water-repellant Pro-SL
Thermolite knee warmers for a dynamic
duo and a winning spring setup.
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